
B 53 Compact Mixer
Process engineering:

Our B 53 compact mixer has been
manufactured for our customers for over 30
years. A sturdy structural steelwork provides
an extended life span. The mixer is equipped
with 2 driving motors - a rotation plate
engine, which moves the mixing container
around on ist own axle, and a mixing unit,
which propels the mixing tools.

The mixing tools lift themselves auto-
matically from the container after de-
activating the lock. The mixer is then
switched off automatically. The complete
mixing head can be laterally swung-out (90
°) for free access to the mixing container.
The mixing container is firmly locked on the
rotation plate. The mixer is mobile with
extendable drawbar, easy transport.

A scraper works along the container wall
during the mixing process to eliminate
unblended edge zones. The spring-bearing
provides an extremely careful treatment of
the mixing container. The mixing tools are
equipped with quick-couplers, allowing for
very fast replacement of the mixing tools.

The electrical control elements are easily
reached in a centrally located switchbox. A
time switch clock with changeable number
sheet (0-10 min or 0-50 min) provides for
exact, continuous high quality mixing. We
recommend our carriage TKK1 for easy
container transport and proportioned
emptying by one person.

Mixing head
laterally tiltable

Mixing head opened
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B 53 Compact Mixer
Technical data:
- Available in 50, 70 or 90 l mixing capacity
- Number of revolutions mixing unit 114/228 rpm, rotation plate 5/10 rpm (both 3-phase)
- number of revolutions mixing unit 114 rpm, rotation plate 5 rpm (both 1-phase)
- Mixing head by gas-filled support is easily turned-up and laterally tiltable
- Electrical controls are easily reached in centrally located switchbox
- Automatic elimination of both engines when lifting up the mixing head
- Time switch clock for adjusting of the mixing time (0-10 min or 0-50 min)
- Scraper on the container wall to eliminate unblended edge zones, spring bearing for
extremely careful treatment of the container wall

- Wheels for mobility, with extendable drawbar for easy transport by only one person
- Standard mixing tools 500 mm long
- Diameters of installed pair of mixing tools 285 mm
- Removal of the mixing tools in seconds without tools by quick-couplers
- Carriage TKK1 for simply transporting and proportioning of the mixing material

Carriage TKK1 Quick-couplers

Scraper with spring bearing preserves
container and material

Time switch clock
steplessly adjustable

Laterally movable
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B 53 Compact Mixer - options

TKK1 for transporting
and emptying - complete in

high-grade steel

B 53 with container in
stainless steel and

dust cover

B 53 with charging hole
and dust cover

B 53 complete in stainless
steel with dust cover

Charging hole
with cap

Charging hole
with cap
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B 53 with dust cover, continuous speed controlling device of the mixing tools,
nozzle unit for controlled injecting of additives during the mixing process

B 53 with dust cover
and additional

high speed dissolver

B 53 with dust cover
and mixing tools in

brass design

B 53 Compact Mixer - options
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